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In this work, we show that the checkerboard model exhibits the phenomenon of foliated fracton order.
We introduce a renormalization-group transformation for the model that utilizes toric code bilayers as an
entanglement resource and show how to extend the model to general three-dimensional manifolds. Furthermore,
we use universal properties distilled from the structure of fractional excitations and ground-state entanglement
to characterize the foliated fracton phase and find that it is the same as two copies of the X-cube model. Indeed,
we demonstrate that the checkerboard model can be transformed into two copies of the X-cube model via an
adiabatic deformation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fracton models [1–20] are a collection of gapped three-
dimensional lattice models that share a range of exotic
properties [21–32]. Most saliently, they contain quasiparticle
excitations with constrained mobility and exhibit a ground-
state degeneracy that scales exponentially with linear sys-
tem size [1,11]. Moreover, the entanglement entropy of a
region contains a subleading correction to the area law that
is proportional to the diameter of the region [33–36]. At the
same time, each model appears to differ drastically from other
models. Most strikingly, some fracton models contain string-
like operators as logical operators on the ground space while
others do not [8,12]. Furthermore, the quasiparticle content in
varying models differ in number, allowed movement pattern,
and statistics [21]. Broadly speaking, the models fall into two
classes: type-I models, whose quasiparticles live at points,
along lines, or within planes of the ambient space, and type-II
models, i.e., fractal spin liquids [8,12], in which the quasipar-
ticles may only move in coordination as the corners of fractal-
like objects [2]. The scaling constants in the ground-state
degeneracy and entanglement entropy vary between models
as well.

A natural question to ask is whether the “fracton order” in
various models is the same or different. In other words, we
want to know whether the differences between a given pair of
models are merely superficial or if they reflect a fundamental
distinction between the two models in terms of their universal
properties. This question has been difficult to answer in the
absence of a clear definition of fracton order and a clear
distinction between universal and nonuniversal properties of
fracton models.

In Ref. [4], we addressed this question by presenting an
explicit definition of the so-called foliated fracton phases
(FFPs), which covers a large subset of type-I fracton models.
Based on this definition, in Refs. [33] and [21] we discussed
universal properties of FFPs pertaining to their entangle-
ment entropy and fractional excitation types and statistics.

Consideration of these properties subsequently enables us to
compare the foliated fracton order in different models.

The basic idea behind the definition of FFP is that we are
concerned only with the nontrivial behavior intrinsic to three
dimensions, and hence we should “mod out” the topological
behavior arising from the two-dimensional (2D) layers of
the underlying foliation structure. That is, when determining
the FFP equivalence relation between three-dimensional (3D)
fracton models, 2D models should be considered as free
resources. Thus, two 3D models are considered as equiva-
lent if they can be smoothly connected after the addition of
gapped 2D layers. This drastically changes the usual notion of
gapped topological phase as two models in the same FFP can
have different ground-state degeneracy and different numbers
of fractional excitations since the 2D resources can carry
nontrivial ground-state degeneracy and fractional excitations
themselves. By modding out features coming from 2D layers,
the universal properties of the foliated fracton models can be
characterized by a much simpler and robust set of data which
can then be compared between models.

In particular, we demonstrated in Ref. [4] that the X-cube
model [2] belongs to a FFP. Its universal properties can be
analyzed as discussed in Refs. [21,33]. In fact, we showed
that the X-cube model is a renormalization-group fixed point
in the FFP because the system size can be increased (or
decreased) by adding (or removing) layers of 2D toric codes
and applying local unitary transformations. In this paper, we
show that the checkerboard model [2] is also a fixed point of
a FFP. By comparing the universal properties of the X-cube
and checkerboard models and by establishing carefully an
exact mapping, we actually show that the checkerboard model
is equivalent to two copies of the X-cube model up to a
generalized local unitary transformation [37].

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we briefly
review the definition of the model and some simple properties.
In Sec. III, the renormalization-group (RG) transformation
for the model is presented which utilizes 2D toric code
bilayers as resources. In Sec. IV, we show that the model
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FIG. 1. (a) A-B checkerboard bipartition of cubic lattice cells.
The darkened cells belong to the A sublattice. Black dots represent
qubits. (b) Xc and Zc Hamiltonian terms. Here,

∏
X (

∏
Z) denotes a

product of X (Z) operators over the depicted qubits.

can be defined on general three-manifolds equipped with a
total foliation structure and derive the general formula for
ground-state degeneracy. In Sec. V, entanglement entropy in
the ground-state wave function is studied by using the scheme
proposed in Ref. [33]. In Sec. VI, the fractional excitations of
the model are studied by using the framework developed in
Ref. [21]. This analysis collectively points to the fact that the
checkerboard model is equivalent to two copies of the X-cube
model as a foliated fracton phase. We present an explicit
mapping between the two in Sec. VII. Finally, we conclude
with a brief discussion in Sec. VIII.

II. THE CHECKERBOARD MODEL

The checkerboard model, as first discussed in Ref. [2], is
defined on a cubic lattice with one qubit degree of freedom per
vertex. The elementary cubes of the lattice are bipartitioned
into A and B 3D checkerboard sublattices, and the Hamilto-
nian is defined as follows:

H = −
∑

c∈A

Xc −
∑

c∈A

Zc, (1)

where in both sums, c indexes all cubes in the A sublattice,
and Xc (Zc) is defined as the product of Pauli X (Z) operators
over the vertices of the cube c (see Fig. 1). The model
constitutes a stabilizer code Hamiltonian [38]; i.e., it is a sum
of commuting frustration-free products of Pauli operators, and
hence is exactly solvable.

Although there is exactly one Hamiltonian term per qubit,
when periodic boundary conditions are imposed, these terms
collectively satisfy certain relations which result in a non-
trivial ground-state degeneracy (GSD). (Note that all three
dimensions of the lattice must be even in order for the checker-
board sublattice structure to exist under periodic boundary
conditions.) In particular, for each xy, yz, and xz layer of
elementary cubes L, we have the following relation:

∏

c∈L∩A

Xc = 1, (2)

and likewise for Zc. For a lattice of size 2Lx × 2Ly × 2Lz,
there are thus 4(Lx + Ly + Lz ) such relations, of which six are
generated by the remaining relations and hence are redundant
[2]. The GSD therefore obeys the formula

log2 GSD = 4Lx + 4Ly + 4Lz − 6. (3)

A simple observation is that the number of logical qubits (i.e.,
log2 GSD) is exactly double that of the X-cube model defined
on an Lx × Ly × Lz size lattice, which has a code space of
2Lx + 2Ly + 2Lz − 3 qubits. The characteristic subextensive
scaling of the GSD can be understood in terms of the RG
transformation discussed in the next section. Therein, two
toric code layers are added in order to increase the system
size by two lattice spacings in one direction, corresponding to
an increase in GSD by a factor of 16.

The logical operators of the model, which map between
ground states, correspond to processes in which particle-
antiparticle pairs are created out of the vacuum, wound around
the spatial manifold, and then annihilated. A salient feature
of the model is that these fractional excitations exist within
a hierarchy of subdimensional mobility: planons are free to
move within a plane but cannot leave the plane; lineons
can move freely along a straight line; whereas fractons are
fully immobile and cannot be moved whatsoever without
creating additional excitations. Moreover, the model has a
simple self-duality realized by Hadamard rotation, which is
reflected naturally in the particle content. The full structure of
excitations is examined more closely in Sec. VI.

III. ENTANGLEMENT RENORMALIZATION

In this section, we discuss an entanglement
renormalization-group transformation [37,39–41] for the
checkerboard model which utilizes toric code bilayers as 2D
resources of long-range entanglement, thus establishing the
model as a fixed-point representative of a foliated fracton
phase. The procedure presented here can be compared with
the corresponding procedure for the X-cube model [4], which
uses single toric code layers as 2D resource states. To realize
the RG transformation, we construct a local unitary operator
S which sews a single toric code bilayer ground state (i.e., two
copies of the toric code) into a 2Lx × 2Ly × 2Lz checkerboard
ground state to yield a 2Lx × 2Ly × 2(Lz + 1) checkerboard
ground state. (Since all lattice dimensions must be even, this
is the minimal resizing allowed.) Arbitrary rescaling of the
model may then be achieved by reversing or iterating this
transformation.1

To describe the exact transformation, it is helpful to re-
fer to Fig. 2. We label vertices of the original lattice by
integrals vectors (x, y, z) where x = 1, 2, . . . , 2Lx and equiv-
alently for y and z. We then consider the tensor product
|ψCB〉 ⊗ |ψa

TC〉 ⊗ |ψb
TC〉 of the 2Lx × 2Ly × 2Lz checkerboard

ground state |ψCB〉 with a toric code bilayer ground state
|ψa

TC〉 ⊗ |ψb
TC〉 living on augmenting z = a and z = b planes

lying between the original z = z0 and z = z0 + 1 lattice lay-
ers (z0 < a < b < z0 + 1). The states |ψa

TC〉 and |ψb
TC〉 are

defined as ground states of Hamiltonians Ha
TC and Hb

TC on
square lattices commensurate with the original cubic lattice.
The toric code bilayer qubits, in addition to the original
checkerboard model qubits, therefore lie at the vertices of an
enlarged 2Lx × 2Ly × 2(Lz + 1) cubic lattice. Ha

TC and Hb
TC

1This is possible because the model is a zero-correlation length
fixed point of the RG flow.
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FIG. 2. Qubits involved in the RG transformation for the
checkerboard model. A single unit cell of the original 2Lx × 2Ly ×
2Lz cubic lattice is depicted here. The black qubits belong to the
original checkerboard model. The red and blue qubits comprise
the toric code bilayer used as an entanglement resource in the RG
procedure and are placed at the vertices of square lattices which are
respectively embedded in the z = a and z = b planes. The shaded
cube belongs to the A sublattice of the checkerboard bipartition.

are defined as

Ha
TC = −

∑

p∈A

Zp −
∑

p∈B

Xp,

Hb
TC = −

∑

p∈A

Xp −
∑

p∈B

Zp,
(4)

where p runs over all plaquettes in the A or B sublattice
and Xp (Zp) is the product of Pauli X (Z) operators over
the vertices of plaquette p. A plaquette p is in sublattice
A (B) if it is contained within an A (B) sublattice cube
in the original 2Lx × 2Ly × 2Lz checkerboard lattice. (These
Hamiltonians are identical to Kitaev’s toric code [42], except
that the underlying square lattice is equivalent to the medial
lattice of the square lattice in Kitaev’s construction.) This
information is summarized on the left-hand side of Fig. 3,
which depicts the stabilizer generators of the composite state
|ψCB〉 ⊗ |ψa

TC〉 ⊗ |ψb
TC〉.

To complete the RG procedure, we apply a local unitary
operator S in order to yield the enlarged checkerboard ground
state |ψCB〉′ = S(|ψCB〉 ⊗ |ψa

TC〉 ⊗ |ψb
TC〉). Here,

S =
∏

(x,y)

CX(x,y,a)
(x,y,b)

∏

(x,y)

CX(x,y,z0 )
(x,y,a) CX(x,y,b)

(x,y,z0+1), (5)

where
∏

(x,y) = ∏2Lx
x=1

∏2Ly

y=1 and CX(x,y,a)
(x,y,b) is defined as

the controlled X (i.e., controlled NOT) quantum gate with
control qubit (x, y, a) and target qubit (x, y, b). Note that
CX(x,y,z0 )

(x,y,a) and CX(x,y,b)
(x,y,z0+1) commute with one another but not

with CX(x,y,a)
(x,y,b). To see that S correctly maps the composite

tensor product state to the enlarged checkerboard ground state
|ψCB〉′ one can examine the conjugate action of S on the
original stabilizer generators. This is shown graphically in
Fig. 3, recalling that CX acts by conjugation as

ZI → ZI, IZ ↔ ZZ,

XI ↔ XX, IX → IX.
(6)

FIG. 3. Action of the local unitary S on the stabilizer generators
of the composite ground state |ψCB〉 ⊗ |ψa

TC〉 ⊗ |ψb
TC〉. Here

∏
X

(
∏

Z ) denotes the product of Pauli X (Z) operators over all depicted
qubits. On the left side, the shaded cells correspond to the original A
sublattice, whereas on the right side shaded cells correspond to the
enlarged A sublattice.

In particular,

S
(
H + Ha

TC + Hb
TC

)
S† ∼= H ′, (7)

where H is the original Hamiltonian and H ′ is the enlarged
2Lx × 2Ly × 2(Lz + 1) Hamiltonian, and the ∼= operator de-
notes that the two operators have identical ground spaces. The
enlarged A sublattice is depicted in Fig. 4.

IV. GENERAL THREE-MANIFOLDS

In this section, we employ the notion of singular compact
total foliation (SCTF), discussed also in Ref. [4], to generalize
the checkerboard model to compact three-manifolds other
than the three-torus. A SCTF is a discrete sample of compact
leaves of three transversely intersecting (possibly singular)
two-dimensional foliations of a three-manifold M, labeled x,
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FIG. 4. Modified checkerboard sublattice structure after the red
and blue qubit layers have been incorporated into the model via the
RG transformation. The new A sublattice corresponds to the shaded
cells.

y, and z, respectively. For example, the xy, yz, and xz planes
of a cubic lattice embedded in a three-torus may be viewed as
the leaves of an SCTF.

For the checkerboard model, each foliating leaf can be
thought of as a bilayer of the underlying lattice of qubits.
Thus, to generalize the model we take an SCTF of a three-
manifold M and split each leaf into a bilayer of closely spaced
adjacent parallel leaves. These bilayers constitute a refined
SCTF which forms the scaffolding of the embedded lattice.
Qubits are placed at triple intersection points of foliating
leaves. The elementary three-cells of the resulting cellulation
are then bipartitioned into A-B subsets according to the fol-
lowing rule: a three-cell c belongs to A if it lies within zero
or two bilayers, whereas c belongs to B if it lies within one or
three bilayers. See Fig. 5 for an example of such a structure
for the three-manifold S2 × S1.

FIG. 5. An example of a checkerboard lattice structure embed-
ded in S2 × S1. Depicted here is an S2 cross section. The closely
spaced adjacent circles represent bilayers, and the shaded cells
belong to the A sublattice.

FIG. 6. (a) 3D solid torus I (A; B|C) scheme and (b) 3D wire
frame I (A; B|C) scheme. In both cases the regions are contained
within an overall cube of side length L.

The Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) is then readily applied to
this generalized checkerboard lattice structure, where in this
setting, the Xc (Zc) operator corresponds to products of Pauli
X (Z) operators over the vertices of three-cell c. As for the
checkerboard bipartition of cubic lattice cells, by construction
the generalized A-B bipartition has the property that all three-
cells of a given partition have an even number of vertices
and share an even number of vertices with one another. The
Hamiltonian defined in this way is therefore guaranteed to
contain mutually commuting terms.

The RG procedure for the checkerboard model introduced
in Sec. III can be readily generalized to the model defined via
a SCTF on a general three-manifold. The formula for the GSD
in Eq. (3) therefore generalizes to the form

log2 GSD = 4gxLx + 4gyLy + 4gzLz − c, (8)

where Lμ is the number of leaves in foliation μ, and gμ is
the genus.2 The constant c can be computed by using the RG
procedure to increasingly coarsen the lattice until the minimal
lattice embedding is achieved. We consistently find that c =
2cXC, where cXC is the corresponding constant correction to
the GSD of the X-cube model defined on the same manifold
with the same SCTF (see Table 1 of Ref. [4]). In all cases
the total GSD of the checkerboard model is therefore exactly
twice the GSD of the corresponding X-cube model.

V. ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPY SCHEMES

Entanglement entropy is a useful way to characterize frac-
ton models [33–36]. In this section, we briefly discuss the
structure of entanglement entropy in the checkerboard model.

Figure 6 shows two schemes that can be used to character-
ize the entanglement structure in the checkerboard model. In
both schemes, the quantity to be calculated is

I (A; B|C) = SAB + SBC − SC − SABC . (9)

Applying the scheme of Fig. 6(a), as proposed in
Refs. [34,35], to the checkerboard model, we find that

Ia(A; B|C) = 4L + 2 (10)

2For nonorientable manifolds, a modified formula is satisfied in-
stead [4].
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when the overall cubic shape is of linear size L and is aligned
with the cubic lattice of the model. L is measured in units of
twice the lattice constant of the underlying cubic lattice. As
discussed in Ref. [33], the 4L term in Ia helps to identify the
triple foliation structure revealed by the RG scheme in Sec. III,
since it corresponds to a sum of the topological entanglement
entropies of the underlying toric code bilayers.

As discussed in Ref. [33], to characterize foliated topo-
logical order beyond the existence of foliation structure, we
can use the scheme in Fig. 6(b). The foliating layers do not
contribute to Ib(A; B|C) in this case and a nonzero Ib(A; B|C)
hence represents nontrivial foliated fracton order. Direct cal-
culation shows that

Ib(A; B|C) = 2 (11)

for the checkerboard model. This is exactly twice the value
calculated for the X-cube model. It is also interesting to
note that Ia for the checkerboard model is also exactly twice
the value of Ia for the X-cube model, which must be the
case in light of the generalized local unitary equivalence
demonstrated in Sec. VII.

VI. FRACTIONAL EXCITATIONS

In Ref. [21], we propose to characterize fractional exci-
tations in foliated fracton phases by using quotient supers-
election sectors and their statistics. In particular, a quotient
superselection sector (QSS) is defined as a class of fractional
excitations that can be mapped into each other through local
operations or by attaching 2D point-like excitations (planons).
The universal quasiparticle statistics of a QSS is then cap-
tured by applying a set of interferometric operators to the
surrounding region of an isolated excitation such that the
resulting statistics is the same for excitations in the same
QSS.

Applying these general principles to the checkerboard
model, we find that there are six elementary QSS gener-
ators, giving rise to a total of 26 = 64 QSS sectors. It is
instructive to take a 2 × 2 × 2 cell of the underlying cubic
lattice as shown in Fig. 7 and to divide the A checkerboard
sublattice into four further sublattices R, G, B, and Y . The
six QSS generators can be taken to be fracton excitations
corresponding to a violation of the Xc or Zc term in the
R, G, and B sublattice cubes respectively, which we label
as f X

R , f X
G , f X

B , f Z
R , f Z

G , and f Z
B . Two neighboring fracton

excitations in the same sublattice combine into a planon while
two neighboring fracton excitations in different sublattices
combine into a lineon. Because of this, we could also choose
the generating set of QSS to contain two fractons f X

R , f Z
R and

four lineons f X
R f X

G , f X
R f X

B , f Z
R f Z

G , and f Z
R f Z

B . As explained in
Ref. [21], when compared with the X-cube model, we see that
this is exactly double the QSS content of the X-cube model.

To detect the quotient charge of an isolated point excitation
(i.e., which QSS it belongs to), we can apply interferometric
operators as shown in Fig. 8. The operators are tensor products
of Pauli X or Z over the red qubits. The wire-frame operator
can be obtained as a product of all the Xc or Zc cube op-
erators inside the wire-frame. The membrane operators can
be obtained as a product of all the cube operators in every
other layer inside the overall cube. The number of independent

FIG. 7. Matching of qubits between the checkerboard model and
two copies of the X-cube model tensored with ancilla qubits. A
2 × 2 × 2 cell of the checkerboard model cubic lattice is shown here,
corresponding to a single unit cell of �, whose vertices lie at the
green points. Shaded cubes belong to sublattice A of the checker-
board bipartition. The red and blue qubits located respectively on
the direct lattice (solid lines) and dual lattice edges (dashed lines)
belong to the two X-cube copies, whereas the green and purple qubits
at the vertices and body-center are ancilla degrees of freedom. The
numbers label the qubits of a single unit cell of �.

interferometric operators is twice that of the X-cube model
and, as shown in Ref. [21], there is a mapping between
quotient superselection sectors and interferometric operators
of the two models which preserves the fusion rules and
quasiparticle statistics.

VII. RELATION TO TWO COPIES OF THE
X-CUBE MODEL

In this section, we exhibit an exact local unitary mapping
between the checkerboard model ground space on a 2Lx ×
2Ly × 2Lz lattice (denoted GCB) and the ground space of
two copies of the X-cube model tensored with product state
ancilla qubits on an Lx × Ly × Lz lattice (denoted G2XC). The
mapping is not a full equivalence of Hamiltonians as it rear-
ranges the energy levels of excitations, but the Hamiltonians
are shown to be equivalent as stabilizer codes and thus have
coinciding ground spaces. The X-cube model, as originally
discussed in Ref. [2], is defined on a cubic lattice with one
qubit per edge, and Hamiltonian

HXC = −
∑

v

(
Axy

v + Ayz
v + Axz

v

) −
∑

c

Bc, (12)

FIG. 8. Examples of (a) a wire-frame operator and (b) membrane
operators in the checkerboard model. The operators are tensor prod-
ucts of Pauli X or Z over the red qubits. Shaded cubes belong to the
A sublattice.
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where v runs over all vertices of the lattice and c runs over all
elementary cubes of the lattice. The operator Axy

v is defined as
the product of Pauli Z operators over the four edges adjacent
to vertex v along the xy plane, while Bc is given by the product
of Pauli X operators over the edges of the cube c.

To match the degrees of freedom of the two systems,
we start with an Lx × Ly × Lz cubic lattice whose points are
labeled by vectors (x, y, z) and belong to the set � (x =
1, 2, . . . , Lx and equivalently for y and z). We then place one
set of qubits on the edges of the lattice, corresponding to one
copy of the X-cube model with Hamiltonian H1

XC, and another
set of qubits on the edges of the dual lattice (i.e., the plaquettes
of the direct lattice), corresponding to the second copy of
the X-cube model, whose Hamiltonian H2

XC is transformed
relative to Eq. (12) via a global Hadamard rotation (X ↔ Z).
Finally, ancilla qubits are placed at the vertices and body
centers of the lattice, and initialized in +1 eigenstates of the
Pauli Z and X operators, respectively. As shown in Fig. 7,
all the qubits together constitute a cubic lattice of dimensions
2Lx × 2Ly × 2Lz and half the lattice spacing of the original
model. There are thus eight qubits in each unit cell of �,
which are numbered according to the scheme in Fig. 7.

To demonstrate equivalence of the two ground spaces,
consider the local unitary operator U = U2U1 where

U1 =
∏

v∈�

CXv,2
v,1CXv,4

v,1CXv,5
v,1CXv,7

v,3CXv,7
v,6CXv,7

v,8,

and

U2 =
∏

v∈�

CXv,7
v,1

×CXv,3
v,2CXv,3

v−ŷ,4CXv,6
v,2CXv,6

v−ŷ,5CXv,8
v,4CXv,8

v,5

×CXv,8
v,1CXv+ŷ,3

v,1 CXv+ŷ,6
v,1 CXv,7

v,2CXv,7
v−ŷ,4CXv,7

v−ŷ,5.

Here CXv,a
u,b denotes a controlled X gate with control qubit a at

point v ∈ � and target qubit b at point u ∈ �. The conjugate
action of U on the stabilizer generators of the code space
G2XC is shown graphically in Fig. 9. Note that, because two
of the three vertex stabilizers generate the third, it is sufficient
to consider the action on just two vertex terms. The image
stabilizers on the right-hand side are products of stabilizer
terms for the checkerboard model and generate a stabilizer
code identical to that of the checkerboard Hamiltonian. In
particular,

UHCBU † ∼= H0 + H1
XC + H2

XC, (13)

where HCB is the checkerboard Hamiltonian and H0 acts on
the ancilla degrees of freedom.

VIII. DISCUSSION

In this paper we show that the checkerboard model (first
discussed in Ref. [2]) belongs to a foliated fracton phase, as
defined in Ref. [4]. Moreover, we identify the foliated fracton
order in the checkerboard model to be equivalent to that of
two copies of the X-cube model (also introduced in Ref. [2]).
This is, in a sense, similar to the equivalence between the 2D
color code and two copies of the 2D toric code as conventional
topological order.

FIG. 9. Action of U on the stabilizer generators of G2XC. Here∏
X (

∏
Z ) denotes the product of Pauli X (Z) operators over all de-

picted qubits. Solid lines correspond to direct lattice edges, whereas
dashed lines correspond to dual lattice edges. From top to bottom,
the image terms equate to XRXGXBXY , XRXG, XRXB, XR, ZRZGZBZY ,
ZRZG, ZRZB, and ZR operators in the checkerboard model [Eq. (1)],
respectively, where R, G, B, and Y refer to the red, green, blue, and
yellow cubes.
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The existence of such an equivalence is far from obvious
because the two models in their original form appear to have
significant differences. The checkerboard model has elemen-
tary (with minimum energy) lineons whose string operators
may anticommute with each other, which is not the case for
the elementary lineons of the X-cube model. Moreover, in the
checkerboard model an elementary lineon is the composite of
two elementary fractons, which is not the case in the X-cube
model. Such differences may seem significant, but they are
actually superficial because they depend sensitively on which
excitations are considered the “elementary” ones, which is not
a universal property of a phase.

The explicit mapping (Fig. 3) between the two models
allows us to see that an elementary fracton in the checkerboard
model is related to a composite fracton in the pair of X-
cube models, which is a bound state of elementary X-cube
fractons and lineons (along with a possible ancillary bosonic
excitation). The elementary lineon in the checkerboard model,
which is a bound state of two elementary fractons, is then
related to a composite lineon in the X-cube models, which
is a bound state of two composite fractons: i.e., a bound
state of fracton dipoles (2D particles) and elementary lineons
in the X-cube models. Because these composite lineons are
made of conjugate fracton dipoles and lineons, their string
operators may anticommute, similar to the string operators
in the checkerboard model. This resolves the apparent differ-
ences between the checkerboard and pair of X-cube models
discussed in the previous paragraph.

While the superficial differences can obscure the intrin-
sic relation between the fracton orders in different fracton

models, by considering their universal properties such
as the foliation-free entanglement entropy and fractional
statistics, we are able to see clearly the equivalence between
the checkerboard model and two copies of the X cube. Note
that the mapping we found between the two models is special
in that we only need to add product state ancillas before doing
local unitary transformations. In general, if two models have
the same foliated fracton universal properties, then to connect
them we may need to add two-dimensional gapped states as a
resource before applying local unitary operations. In Ref. [21],
we present such an example (between the X-cube model and
the semionic X-cube model).

With the definition given in Ref. [4] and the universal
properties defined in Refs. [33] and [21], we have a estab-
lished a useful set of tools to study foliated fracton order.
It would be interesting to explore various other models and
identify different types of foliated fracton order, from which
a more systematic understanding of the phenomenon may be
established.
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